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Super (Safe) Motorcycling by HabitFrom the President

BTS NEEDS MORE CONTENT. BMWBMW NEEDS A MEDIA CHAIR 
AND AN EDITOR. It could be you! Contact Kurtis Minder 

(president@bmwbmw.org) to volunteer your time to help out with 
Between the Spokes. BTS is only as good as you make it!

Years ago I woke up one morning with a 
realization.  I realized I had gained weight, was 
feeling awful most of the time and sick often.  I 
was unmotivated at work, angry at home – my life 
was feeling unbalanced.  That morning I got out 
of bed at about 4:30 in the morning and went into 
my office and did a workout.  I did a workout the 
next day, and the next.  Over four years later I am 
still working out, running, and eating healthy. I 
sometimes reflect and wonder how I kept going. 
The first year of this routine, while helping me feel 
generally better, did not result in any noticeable 
physical changes. Despite the lack of positive 
reinforcement, I kept going. It was the following 
year that the pounds fell off, muscle developed, 
and I began seeing the fruits of my efforts.  Overall, 
I lost over fifty pounds, became more athletic.  
Now, I am seldom sick, I feel great, and my overall 
demeanor and attitude are positive. All of these 
positive outcomes are the result of building a habit.  
The ritual that I created each day was cemented 
into my brain, and I stopped thinking about it.  I 
woke up each day and just did it. I programmed 
myself.

I discovered a book in the middle of this process 
“Superhuman by Habit: A Guide to Becoming the 
Best Possible Version of Yourself, One Tiny Habit at 
a Time” by Tynan. Yes, the author has one name, no 
last name.  It is something I aspire to accomplish.  
Perhaps one day you will call me “SparK” or 
by some unpronounceable symbol.  Either way,  
Tynan’s book illustrates a process in which you can 
program habits into your daily life, making them 
subconscious.

Tynan defines habits: “…habits are an action 
that you take on a regular basis with little or no 
required effort or thought.”  He continues: “…
habits are the mechanism by which we can 
leverage our willpower. Rather than relying on 
willpower for everything, we use it only to build 
new habits. Once a habit is installed, it uses little 
to no willpower.”  

Many of us began our motorcycling careers 
diligently. We read David Hough, Ken Condon, 
and many of us took Motorcycle Safety 
Foundation, Lee Park’s Total Control, or other 
motorcycling classes. Our skills were honed, 
safety was paramount, we were paying attention 
to the important small things that differentiate a 
great motorcyclist from the average motorcycle 
hobbyist. Inevitably, though, over time we begin 

to loosen.  Those of us who 
commute each day start cutting 
corners, sometimes literally, 
and the risks very, very slowly 
increase.  We forget or neglect 
to check our tire pressure, skip 
some basic maintenance, and 
the risk continues to build.  They 
say that when there is a crash 
it is never one factor but three 
or more that contribute to the 
outcome. When we skip, ignore, 
or cheat on these mundane 
skills, tasks, and maintenance 
the counter starts.  “Click”, that 
is one risk.  “Click”, another.  
The next sound won’t be a click.

We can leverage Tynan’s 
principals to help us maintain 
those positive and preventative 
actions by building good 
habits.  Tynan suggests using 
“chaining” as a tool to accomplish this.  In his examples, something as 
simple as drinking a glass of water the moment you wake up can be 
used as a trigger to start a positive chain of morning habits. The drink 
of water triggers making the bed.  Making the bed triggers a workout 
routine. The workout triggers meditation, journaling, etc.  I have used 
these techniques for years successfully.  If we take the idea of chaining 
and apply it to our motorcycle habits it might look something like this. 
Grabbing the key to go for a ride triggers putting on our armor. The act of 
putting on our armor could initiate a T-CLOCS inspection.  (Tires/wheels, 
Controls, Lighting/Electricts, Oild/Fluids, Chassis, Stands.) You get it.  

I wrote in a previous column about the importance and the 
subconscious impact of putting our armor on and performing these 
checks. The act of doing these things by habit will have compounding 
safety benefits as we come to realize how serious the act of riding a 
motorcycle is, versus just throwing our leg over and thumbing the starter. 

Give it some thought and a try. The act of building good motorcycle 
habits may save your life.  The act of calling me by my new single name 
handle “MaKer” will make us both feel uncomfortable.  Ride safe and 
see you soon!

Ride safe everyone - see you at the next meeting.
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calendar of events * indicates BMWBMW Events

EVENT

Baltimore Breakfast ride
Touratech Rally East
4Winds 50th Rally
Breakfast Ride - Maryland
Celebrating 100 Years of BMW
Sherando Lake Rally
BMW Anniversary Celebration
Breakfast Ride - Virginia
Finger Lakes Rally
Baltimore Breakfast ride
Dealer: Battley’s Wild A1:X32 (ADV)
Twin Valley Rally
Breakfast Ride - Maryland
Dealer: MeetUp & Ride with Bob’s Road Crew
BMWBMW Oktoberfest
New Sweden Riders Last Chance Rally
Dealer: Bob’s BMW Fall Open House 
 Oktoberfest & Swap Meet
Breakfast Ride - Virginia
Baltimore Breakfast ride
Dealer: Battley’s Octoberfest
Overland Expo East
Colonial Virginia Rally, sponsored by 
 BMW Club of Hampton Roads
Breakfast Ride - Maryland
Breakfast Ride - Virginia
Baltimore Breakfast ride
Breakfast Ride - Maryland
Dealer: 2nd Annual Black Friday Ride
Breakfast Ride - Virginia
Baltimore Breakfast ride
Breakfast Ride - Maryland
Dealer: Holiday Cheer Open House

DATE

Aug 6
Aug 18-Aug 22
Aug 19-Aug 22
Aug 20
Aug 20
Aug 25-Aug 29
Aug 27
Aug 28
Sept 2-Sept 6
Sept 3
Sept 10-Sept 11
Sept 16-Sept 19
Sept 17
Sept 18-Sept 19
Sept 23-Sept 26
Sept 23-Sept 26
Sept 24

Sept 25
Oct 1
Oct 1-Oct 2
Oct 7-Oct 10
Oct 7-Oct 10

Oct 15
Oct 23
Nov 5
Nov 19
Nov 25-Nov 26
Nov 27
Dec 3
Dec 17
Dec 17

TIME

9:00am-11:00am

10:00am-11:00am
9:30am-4:00pm

9:00am-4:00pm
8:30am-9:30am

9:00am-11:00am

10:00am-11:00am

9:00am-4:00pm

8:30am-9:30am
9:00am-11:00am

10:00am-11:00am
8:30am-9:30am
9:00am-11:00am
10:00am-11:00am

8:30am-9:30am
9:00am-11:00am
10:00am-11:00am
9:00am-4:00pm

LOCATION

Cockeysville, MD
Huntingdon, PA
Fairmont City, PA
Meyersville, MD
Jessup, MD
Lyndhurst, VA

Clifton, VA

Cockeysville, MD

Dan, Virginia
Myersville, MD
Jessup, MD
 
 
Jessup, MD 

Clifton, VA
Cockeysville, MD

Asheville, NC
Lanexa, VA

Myersville, MD
Clifton, VA
Cockeysville, MD
Myersville, MD
Jessup, MD
Clifton, VA
Cockeysville, MD
Myersville, MD
Jessup, MD

Visit www.bmwbmw.org/events for more details on these events.
Know of an event of interest? Send the info to events@bmwbmw.org and well make a note of it here.

by Kurtis Minder
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There are two front patch pockets with waterproof zippers and flaps.  They are somewhat smaller than what I’m used to, but 
my wallet or phone fit just fine.  There is a pocket on the left sleeve, also with a waterproof zipper.  There are six inside pockets 
– two with zippers and four with Velcro® closures.  All of the inside pockets seem rather small and of dubious utility.  One is 
supposedly sized to fit a smart phone, but it’s too short.  The pocket remains open which allows the hooks of the Velcro® to 
abrade your clothing.   Also, I question its placement, as this large flat object is placed exactly where my anatomy is least flat.  I 
haven’t tried riding with a phone there, but it was awkward during the five-minute “fit-test” that I performed.

The jacket is supposed to be waterproof, but I haven’t tested it.  There is an integrated hood that folds into the collar when not in 
use.  It may be a good idea, but I have yet to use it.

First Gear claims “We keep you warm when it’s cold, dry when it’s wet, and cool when it’s hot.”  Some of their products may 
fulfill all of these requirements, but not the Monarch Jacket.  It did not perform to my expectations in the upper temperatures due 
to the sleeves (lack of airflow and breathability), vents (no discernable airflow), and collar (neck whacking when open).  However, 
in moderate temps it performed well and was light and comfortable. This seems to be a good 2-season jacket (spring and fall).  
Time will tell about cold weather riding.  I fear the material is too thin for the jacket to offer much insulation, and the sleeves are 
so narrow as to restrict elbow flexion with a liner underneath.  Since my favorite Kilimanjaro jacket has been redesigned, my 
search for the right gear will continue. 

FirstGear Monarch Jacket Review

Between the Spokes (BTS), the monthly magazine of the BMW Bikers of Metropolitan
Washington (BMWBMW), is published solely for the use of its members. Any reproduction
of its contents without the written permission of BMWBMW is strictly prohibited. Back
issues can be downloaded free of charge at www.bmwbmw.org/archive.

BTS welcomes all news, story and photo submissions from club members. No photo is too 
large, no article is too small! Submissions are used on a rolling basis and may not appear in 
the month they are submitted. Materials may be edited for length, content or style. Send all 
submissions to the editor. Classified ads are free to active club members and run on a rolling, 
space available basis. Commercial vendors can see advertising rates and requirements at www.
bmwbmw.org/advertising. Display ads must be submitted no later than the 15th of the month 
preceding the month of publication.

Please submit address changes and all membership correspondence via email to Membership@
BMWBMW.org. BMWBMW is chartered as BMW MOA club #40 and BMW RA club #15.

www.bmwbmw.org
© 2016 BMW Bikers of Metropolitan Washington.
All rights reserved.

BMWBMW is currently seeking a Media Chair, an Editor to take 
over Between the Spokes, and several committee chairs. If you’re 
interested in any of these positions, contact any sitting Board of 
Directors member.

If you enjoy what you see here, we encourage you to join the club. 
Come to a meeting (see the calendar) or contact the Membership 
Chair for more information.

BMWBMW welcomes motorcycle riders on all marques, but as 
we are specifically a BMW club, we have found our members gain 
more from the fellowship if they own or are at least interested in 
owning a BMW motorcycle. Antique, airhead, oilhead, camhead, 
hexhead or wethead — all are welcome here.

I recently purchased a TPG (Technical Performance Gear) 
Monarch Jacket from First Gear. I’ve had this jacket for 
a couple of months now and have just finished a 4000+ 
mile road trip.  The road trip highlighted some of the 
“features” of the jacket that I hadn’t noticed during city 
riding. Here are some of my impressions.

The jacket looks good and fits well.  The sleeves are long 
enough to cover my wrists when wearing my normal 
gloves.  The overall workmanship appears to be of high 
quality.

There isn’t much information on the First Gear Website 
(http://firstgear-usa.com/tpg-monarch-jacket-dayglo-xl.
html), but it does mention a few product details.  The 
jacket “features the latest generation of D3O® armor 
protection, T-5 Evo Pro, for the highest degree of 
impact protection exceeding all CE Level 2 standards.”  
Fortunately, I didn’t have the opportunity to test the armor 
protection.  

The jacket also has “active micro porous particles (that) 
utilize body heat to help speed up evaporation and 
accelerate breathability.”  I’m not sure what this means.  
What happens when you get caught in the rain or wash 
the jacket?  Are the particles still active?  Also, I’m not 
sure where the particles are, but they don’t seem to be 

in the sleeves. The 
sleeve lining feels 
like a cheap synthetic 
material (label says 

100% polyester) that sticks to your bare arms the moment 
you start sweating.  It does not feel breathable.  Riding 
home from Denver we had multiple days of temps above 
95o F.  The sleeve lining clung to my arms all day, not 
allowing evaporation of sweat.  The sleeves were still wet 
when I peeled them off at the end of the day.

The other issue with the sleeves is minimal airflow at the 
wrists.  The cuffs have an adjustable Velcro® closure.  
However, even fully open the cuffs are narrow.  There is 
also an inner cuff wrist gaiter.  These two design features 
effectively limit the amount of air flow up the sleeves.   
Perhaps these were part of the cold weather riding 
considerations, but they detract from the utility of the 
jacket in hot weather.

The collar has a snap closure that is not adjustable.  While 
riding on the interstate I decided that jacket manufacturers 
should never use snaps for collar closures.  When I 
unsnapped the collar, the metal end of the snap got 
whipped by the wind and constantly whacked me in the 
throat.  Talk about irritating!  Better to ride with the collar 
snap closed (until the day got hotter...).

The jacket has two small upper chest vents in the front 
and two large back vents.  The front vents are fairly easy 
to adjust while in motion.  I cannot reach the back vent 
zippers from the closed position while wearing the jacket.  
If I start with them half-open, then I can open them fully 
while riding.  I can’t close them one-handed.  With all of 
the vents open, I didn’t feel any airflow through the jacket.   
Thus, I did some experimentation.  With the back vents 
fully open and again with them half-open, I tried adjusting 
the front vents – both open, both closed, only one side 
open.  I could not feel any difference in the amount of 
airflow regardless of the configuration.  The best way I 
managed to get air through the jacket was to unsnap the 
collar and use my left hand to pull the jacket away from 
my chest.  That worked fine for the interstates, but didn’t 
work when I needed both hands to control the bike.

(contiuned on page 5)

by Karen Ager
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ride report –
New Sweden 450

by Bruce Dimon

ride report – new sweden 450

How many curves does it take to make a good weekend? 
Well, I had a very good weekend. It had all the elements of 
a great ride: new places, twisty roads, friendly riders, door 
prizes, and good food. The only thing missing was great 
weather. I stated early on Saturday, rode with a friend from 
our club, met new friends, ate well, rode through beautiful 
countryside, conquered a mechanical issue, blasted through 
a rain storm, camped, and repeated it on Sunday.

The trip started with the best of plans poorly executed. I 
planned to leave work early Friday, pack the bike, and turn 
in early so I would be well rested for a 5:00 am alarm. The 
trip to the starting line in Cherry Hill, NJ would take three 
hours. Well, a flurry of new work came in a half hour before 
I planned to leave the office and I had to take my computer 
home to finish it. Why do these people think my job is more 
important than my motorcycle? 

Saturday morning, I jumped out of bed late, took too much 
time to care of the dog, finished up something from the 
night before, and blasted up I-66 to Baltimore 40 minutes 
late. First stop was White Marsh Park & Ride to meet club 
member Tom Rhodes who was also riding this rally. We had 
another hour and half to get to the starting line in Cherry 
Hill, NJ but that should be no problem. I had the destination 
in my GPS which assured me that we would get there in 
time and, sure enough, we arrived at the destination exactly 
when the TomTom said. As I pulled over where the start 
should have been, Tom pulled up to ask why I turned west 
onto Route 70 instead of east. Apparently, I was supposed 
to type in all four digits of the street address into the GPS. 
Made it to the actual starting address more than an hour 
late which was 15 minutes before the end of registration.
The occasion of this ride was the third running of the New 
Sweden 450 put on by the New Sweden BMW Riders of 
South Jersey. The name should be familiar because they 
send a large contingent of members to our Square Route 
Rally every year. Their name has an interesting history from 
the New World’s early colonial history. We all know that 

the Dutch founded New Amsterdam and bought Manhattan 
Island for few guilders of trinkets. I did not know that the 
Swedes tried the same thing in what is now southern New 
Jersey. Apparently, Sweden and Holland had a rivalry back 
then. It did not work out well for the Swedes and all they 
left behind was the name, New Sweden.

The ride is called the 450 because they ride about 450 
miles round trip to a campground and back home. The 
campground and its location are officially announced at 
the start of the ride and unofficially whispered earlier to 
people who need to reserve motels. They use a different 
campground every year so you don’t know where you will 
ride, only how far. This year’s route took us to Burnt Cabins, 
Pennsylvania which is about 20 miles east of Breezewood 
surrounded by mountains and switchbacks.

At the start line you get a wristband, a door prized ticket, 
route directions, two donuts, and a cup of coffee. If you 
just rode three hours, you collect them in reverse order. For 
a small donation, they will load the route onto your GPS 
unless you have a TomTom. What have they got against the 
Dutch GPS maker? Maybe New Sweden still has a grudge 
against Dutch New Amsterdam.

Let’s just say that the start of the ride in New Jersey was 
necessary to get to the good roads in Delaware. As soon as 
we crossed the border into the First State, the houses got 
bigger and newer, the landscaping fancier, and the horse 
stables more numerous. They are doing well in the little 
state. The route followed a series of streams through a forest 
on a scenic byway was far nicer than anything I expected 
in Delaware. When the road crossed into Pennsylvania, the 
houses became more modest. The skies were only partly 
cloudy and the temperatures were in the mid-seventies, 
perfect for riding. That temperature is cool enough for you 
to be comfortable in all your riding gear but warm enough 
that the breeze feels good through the vents.

(contiuned on page 8)

by Bruce Dimon
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ride report – new sweden 450

The next section was in Maryland and led us over the 
Conowingo dam. I had heard that Route 1 crossed the 
Susquehanna River over the top of the dam but never rode 
it before. It’s a long scenic ride over the top encouraging 
us to take it slow and enjoy the views across the water. It’s 
a long way down to water level on the downstream side. 
On the right bank, we turned north into Pennsylvania and 
the Dutch Country.

In Amish country, they have great restaurants. Tom and I 
met up with other people on the ride including the ride 
organizers who were running sweep to find the stragglers. 
I guess I’m not as fast as I imagined. The food was good 
and the company even better. Our larger group headed 
west together into darkening skies. Just before we crossed 
under Interstate 83, the winds picked up and the rain 
started coming down. Although the rain was not heavy, 
the winds were gusting and pushed the bikes around. 
We knew the rain signaled a cold front because the 
temperature fell 10 degrees right away and continued to 
decline from 76 down to 56. We pulled over to close the 
clothing vents and put on the rain gear while the strongest 
rain passed over us.

Continuing through the light rain and gusting winds, the 
bikes cruised along the way that fine German engineering 
does until it doesn’t. Thinking of all the warning lights 
on your instrument panel, which would worry you the 
most? For me it would be the red oil can that signals a 
loss of oil pressure. When Peter’s oil light glowed red on 
his K1200RS, he hoped it meant that the oil was low. We 
pulled over for him to check but the oil level was fine. 
So was the engine temperature which he thought odd 
since soaring engine temps should accompany a loss 
of oil pressure. When is the worst time for the worst of 
the warning lights to come on? Fifteen minutes before 
the time that all the dealerships close on a Saturday. 
He called the closest Motorrad dealership which was 
39 miles away only to hear them suggest he tow it to 

their dealership and call back on Tuesday. We did not 
like the mechanic’s advice so we did the only sensible 
thing: check the internet forums. In a K-Bike forum, two 
anonymous strangers suggested that rain gets under the 
not-so-waterproof rubber boot to short out the sender unit. 
Now Peter’s dilemma was whether to trust the internet or 
a certified mechanic. Since the temperature was low and 
the engine sounded fine, he decided to trust the internet 
and we rolled on. What could go wrong?

After starting late, dawdling over lunch, and Googling 
the internet forums, we were running late. We were also 
running straight into a thick squall line running from 
New York south to Maryland and advancing inexorably 
eastward. As much as we were looking forward to the 
Appalachian ridges and their corners, we also wanted 
to get to the campground in time to set up our tents and 
get in the chow line. After a short discussion, we decided 
to skip the curves and jump on the Turnpike. During a 
brief dry period before we hit the squall line, Peter was 
happy to see the oil light go out as he dried out. He was 
disappointed again when it came back on after the rain 
resumed. This time it got quite heavy. Weather slowed us 
down from normal Turnpike speeds to a speed suitable 
for blowing rain and spray from eighteen wheelers. 
The weather also dropped the temperature back down 
to the mid-fifties. We were all happy to pull into the 
campground but no one more than Peter who was now 
sure that the smoothly purring engine had plenty of oil 
pressure in spite of the lying red light.

The campground was in sight of the Turnpike on a 
trout-stocked stream that originally powered a mill. The 
mill is still in business although I don’t think it is still 
water-powered. In spite of no visible water wheel, the 
mill building has an old, inviting charm. The tent spaces 
were covered in lush, soft grass to make a soft tent floor. 
The showers had plenty of hot water especially when 
somebody flushed a toilet. When the sun set, the winds 

(contiuned from page 7)

(contiuned on page 9)
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kicked up to blow out the last of 
the rain and the paper plates from 
dinner. The food was hot, plentiful, 
and good. They had almost as many 
door prizes as rally-goers. For the 
remainders, they pulled out rally 
tee-shirt to make sure everybody 
went home with a prize. I wished 
I won the Kermit chair but my 
little motorized fan is cute. As with 
any good Beemer rally, campers 
produced a variety of spirits and 
cigars as a nightcap.

Sunday’s breakfast including 
buttermilk and buckwheat pancakes 
made from flour ground at the 
campground’s mill. We all filled 

up. Overnight I typed most of the route into my TomTom and was pretty sure I was at least close. Leaving the campground, we 
quickly got into some great roads winding up hills and down hollows. Crossing over the ridge near Neelyton, we climbed up and 
down switchbacks. I love those sharp turns! Traffic was light so our speeds creeped up to the fun zone.

The terrain temporarily flattened out near Shippensburg but soon started climbing again. My GPS tried to turn me down a dirt 
road. Okay, I made a mistake entering the waypoints. No problem, I’ll go the other way and wait for it to reroute me. After a few 
turns and miles, my sense of déjà vu was confirmed by that same dirt road and the GPS pointing at it again. I turned to Tom and 
told him that since he was riding a GS, he had no right to complain. Then I turned onto the dirt.

Actually, it was a pretty cool dirt road. The surface as fairly smooth except where the rocky roadbed stuck through. It climbed 
up steeply and I was wondering if the downhill would be too challenging. However, the downhill was not as steep and the 
seven miles of rocky dirt was actually fun on a RT. This road paralleled Baltimore Road east of Shippensburg to the merge with 
Shippensburg Road.

Leaving the ridges behind, we entered into the apple-growing region of Pennsylvania. Although the elevation changes were far 
less, the roads twisted just as much. I guess they choose not to bulldoze the terrain flat where it was not absolutely necessary. 
Riders appreciate that. The road called “The Narrows” followed Conewago Creek from the Michaux Forest to Arendtsville. After 
that, the road straightened and rolled through small towns across the state to York.

Back in the Amish Country, the roads became devilishly twisty and bumpy. The curves made me smile wider and wider until the 
flashing red light shattered the joy. On a fast, bumpy downhill, you do not want to see the words “Brake Failure” flashing red. Of 
course, I imagined that the brake lever felt differently. Turning the key off and back on reset the light. It came back on a couple 
more times but stayed off on the smooth interstate home. Time to visit George.

We crossed over the Susquehanna on Route 372 and made an early exit from the official ride at that point. We wanted to remove 
the return trip on the NJ Turnpike because we had seen enough of that early the previous morning. First order was to return to the 
Conowinga Dam with a stop at the viewing area just below it. We watched the fishermen pull two-foot catfish out of the water 
and photographers with telephoto lenses snap the bald eagles fishing in the distance. Honestly, I had no idea that the dam would 
be such a popular recreation spot. It makes sense when you see how the power company gave it easy access, plenty of parking, 
and nice facilities. As a middle-aged man, I can tell you just how welcome “nice facilities” look after a few hours on the road.

When we reached Timonium, the ride was over and what was left was just a commute home. Tom and I said our goodbyes and 
we headed for our garages. The New Sweden 450 is a different kind of rally. It’s weird starting out not knowing where you will 
end up. It is in a different location every year. Previously, it was in the upper reaches of the Delaware Water Gap. This year was 
south central Pennsylvania. Wonder where it will be next year? The New Sweden Riders will start their search soon and I’ll be 
back next year for more. When I see them at our Square Route Rally, I’ll let them know I look forward to next year.

ride report – new sweden 450 (contiuned from page 8)

Chase hosted this month’s tech day to 
coincide with the Virginia Breakfast in 

Clifton, VA. The event was well attended by 
members of the club, both old and new. 

As usual, attendees teamed up to complete 
projects and add their next farkles.

TECH DAY – august clifton, va


